
Mr. Kingston,

I forwarded your message over to Mr. Douglas’ office.
His personal secretary sent this response from him:

Dear Eric,

I don’t know how to thank you enough for your lovely email.

All my best,

Kirk Douglas

The Zen Parables written for Mr. Douglas

It Takes A Lifetime To Harvest!!!

Written For Kirk Douglas - 100 Years Young

There was a grand celebration happening. A member of the Jewish community was turning 100
years old! Many gathered to celebrate the life, and achievements, of this venerable man. At the
gathering, many stories about him were being told, and he greeted each person with the joy and
wisdom that came from his years of insights and maturity. All could see, time did not dim the light
inside this person as he enjoyed the harvest of his years. Then, the community got up and began
dancing. In the corner, the local Rabbi noticed a young man with his head down, in the middle of
this celebration. The Rabbi approached the young man and asked, “It’s a celebration. Why are
you not dancing? What seems to be the problem?” The young man said, “I fear the passing of
years.” The Rabbi said, “What is it that you want to do with your life before then?” The man
replied, “I want to be remembered, and talked about, like the man we are celebrating here
tonight.” “I see” said the Rabbi, “But to be remembered and celebrated like this, one first has to
live a life filled with accomplishments and deep friendships, and that, my friend, takes years to
cultivate, and a lifetime to finally harvest.” With that the young man got up and danced.

The Insight: It’s what we’ve done with our time, not the number of years that pass by, that makes
the memory of our life immortal.

Happy Birthday Kirk!!! & Many, Many More!!!!

Eric Sander Kingston

www.ericsanderkingston.com

“For the learned (and accomplished) old age is a time of harvest.” The Talmud

Kirk Douglas, award winning actor
With His Son Michael Douglas
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